I. INTRODUCTION
In the last 25 years, the efficiency of silicon solar cells has only increased by less than 1.0% absolute. To achieve further improvements to silicon device efficiency, tandem approaches are considered. In particular, a perovskite/silicon tandem solar cell reduces the thermalization loss and offers a possible pathway to exceed the current silicon solar cell record efficiencies while making use of the low-cost, high-bandgap perovskite material as the top cell. We have previously demonstrated a working mechanically-stacked perovskite/silicon tandem cell [1] . However, to demonstrate a working monolithic perovskite/silicon tandem, development of a suitable recombination interlayer is necessary.
We develop a monolithic perovskite/silicon tandem solar cell using a silicon tunnel junction built directly on top of the silicon bottom cell emitter while taking advantage of the conduction band alignment between the silicon tunnel junction and the perovskite electron selective contact (Ti02) [2] . This enables efficient carrier transport from the perovskite cell into the bottom silicon cell. Our best monolithic tandem cell to date has an open-circuit voltage (Vo c ) of 1.58 V, which is approximately the Voe sum of the two sub-cells in the tandem, an efficiency of 13.7%, and an active device area of 1 cm 2 •
II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Bottom Silicon Cell Design
We design our bottom silicon cell to be compatible with perovskite solar cell deposition/process flow. This means the silicon cell is designed such that perovskite cell deposition can 978-1-4799-7944-8/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE be made on the cell in the same way a perovskite cell is being made on an FTO-coated glass. These design decisions have a few consequences: (1) To minimize chances of perovskite cell shunting during semi-transparent top contact deposition (Ag nanowire lamination procedure used in [1] ), the bottom silicon cell is made to have a planar top surface; (2) To ease electron transfer from the perovskite Ti02 layer, it is ideal to use a tunnel junction material with a conduction band well aligned to Ti02, for which crystalline silicon is a suitable candidate; (3) To prevent the perovskite from decomposing due to high temperature, any high-temperature processes, including back metallization and chemical protection of such metal, has to be done before the perovskite cell deposition. After employing these design decisions on the n-type bottom silicon cell, the likely charge recombination mechanism in the perovskite/silicon interlayer is shown in Fig. 1 . To make the bottom silicon cell, we first start with a double-side polished <100> n-type float zone silicon wafer (1-5 n'cm, 300 f.!m thickness). We protect the top side of the wafer by silicon nitride (SiNx) protection, and then texture the bottom side of the cell using potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution. After removing the SiNx protective layer using hydrofluoric acid (HF), the p ++ emitter and the n ++ back surface field (BSF) are formed by implanting boron on the planar top surface ( l i B with l.8xl0 15 cm-2 dose, 7 keY implantation energy) and phosphorus on the textured back surface e l p with 4x 10 15 cm-2 dose, 10 keY implantation energy), followed by 960°C drive in anneal in an N2 ambient for 30 minutes. The n ++ tunnel junction layer is then deposited using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). The 30 nm thick n ++ layer is initially amorphous. The amorphous silicon is not ideal because in addition to having lower active dopant concentration (not ideal for tunnel junction formation) than crystalline silicon, its conduction band is also not well aligned to Ti02 (Ti02 conduction band is aligned to crystalline silicon) [3] . Because of this, we partially crystallize the amorphous silicon layer using rapid thermal anneal (680°C anneal in N2 ambient for 15 minutes). The resulting n ++ silicon layer is partially crystalline, as we have previously shown using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [2] . This annealing temperature is used to enable partial crystallization of amorphous silicon while maintaining low dopant interdiffusion across the tunnel junction. The resulting tunnel junction doping profile has a doping concentration of 10 19 _10 2 0 cm-3 on both sides of the p ++ ln ++ interface, as shown by secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) [2] , which is desired for tunnel junction formation.
To further investigate how the tunnel junction layer was formed, we look at the TEM diffraction pattern of the partially crystallized silicon tunnel junction layer as shown in Fig. 2 . The diffraction pattern shows clear sign of the tunnel junction layer's crystallinity. When compared with the diffraction pattern of the underlying silicon substrate, we notice that the diffraction pattern of the tunnel junction is more blurry, 978-1-4799-7944-8/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE indicating that the tunnel junction layer is indeed only partially crystalline. Nevertheless, one interesting observation is that the crystal orientation of the tunnel junction layer is identical to that of the underlying substrate, which suggests that the crystallization of the amorphous layer happens through solid phase epitaxy, with the underlying crystalline silicon substrate serving as the template for crystal growth.
After forming the tunnel junction on top of the n-type cell, we proceed to complete the monolithic perovskite/silicon tandem solar cell. We deposit the metal back contact stack (Ti/Pd/Ag/Pt, 201201300/30 nm) using electron beam evaporation and rapid thermal anneal (400°C anneal in an N2 ambient for 5 minutes) to improve metal adhesion, with the Pt layer to be used as the corrosion-protection layer during subsequent perovskite cell deposition.
We then deposit a 30-nm thick layer of Ti02 using atomic layer deposition (ALD, substrate temperature 150°C, TDMAT precursor temperature 80°C, and N2 carrier gas at 20 sccm). Ti02 residue (from ALD) sticking on the back metal of the cell is removed using dilute HF. Finally, the rest of the perovskite cell layers (with CH3NH3PbI3 methyl-ammonium lead iodide perovskite blend absorber) from the spin-coated mesoporous Ti02 layer to the Ag nanowire lamination layer is deposited on top of the tunnel junction cell, making a complete monolithic perovskite/silicon tandem solar cell stack.
B. Cell Measurement Results and Optical Loss Analysis
The J-V curve of the cell is measured under AMl.5G illumination. The data points are taken with 100 mV voltage steps, measured after each voltage steps has settled down for 5 s [2] . Based on this measurement, we determined that the maximum power point voltage V MPP is close to l.2 V. Steady state measurements are then performed on the device to determine the stable device performance, shown in Table 1 Based on the J-V curve, we know that the main limiting factor for the performance of our current tandem device is the Js c of the cell, which is only � 11.5 mA/cm 2 • Based on preliminary external quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements, the tandem is current-limited by the short circuit current in the top perovskite cell [2] . Normally the perovskite cell is illuminated from the Ti02 side (n-side illumination), and is capable of reaching Js c of up to 19.5 mA/cm 2 [4]. However, in this architecture the perovskite is being illuminated from the perovskite hole selective contact layer (Spiro-OMeT AD, or the p-side). In addition to the parasitic absorption loss, the perovskite cell also loses some photocurrent due to low collection efficiency for photocurrent generated in the solid perovskite overlayer on top of the mesoporous Ti02 layer. We quantitatively analyze the optical loss within each layer in the tandem stack by using I-D finite-difference-time domain (FDTD) optical simulation as shown in Fig. 3 . The refractive index of the mesoporous perovskite layer is modeled as the volume-weighted-average of the Ti02 and perovskite (32% and 68%, respectively) refractive index in the mesoporous layer. The optical absorption within each layer is integrated under the AMl.5G spectrum, and we show that the largest optical loss happens in the Spiro-OmeT AD layer, which is equivalent to a Jsc loss of 7.4 rnA/cm 2 . We further show that the total integrated optical absorption within the perovskite layer is equivalent to a Jsc of 13. can immediately see that the EQE is lower at wavelengths shorter than 600 nm. Photons with these wavelengths are strongly absorbed by the perovskite overlayer; this means that some of the free electrons generated within the perovskite overlayer close to the perovskite/Spiro-OMeT AD interface are unable to reach the Ti02 electron selective contact and enter the tunnel junction before recombining. Finally, we also see that the EQE in the bottom silicon cell is much lower than the simulated optical absorption for A = 1000-1100 nm, indicating that the silicon cell has large rear surface recombination. In order to make better perovskite/silicon tandem cell, we need to reduce Spiro-OMeT AD parasitic absorption, increase the carrier collection efficiency within the perovskite overlayer, and reduce the silicon cell's rear surface recombination .
III. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In summ ary, we report the demonstration of a monolithic perovskite/silicon tandem solar cell, enabled by a silicon based tunnel junction as the recombination interlayer. While the Vo c of the device (l.58 V) is within expectation, the efficiency of the tandem cell ('7 = 13.7%) is low because the cell is severely current-limited by the top perovskite cell. Further innovation on finding spiro-OMeT AD replacements (reduce parasitic absorption) and increasing carrier collection efficiency in the perovskite overlayer region will be crucial to improve the monolithic tandem efficiency in future iterations of the device. Reduction in the rear surface recombination of our bottom silicon cell will also be necessary.
